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How are Baltimore's greenhouse gas
emissions changing?

How are US methane emissions changing?



  

How are US methane emissions changing?

● Concern about the climate
and water quality impacts
of hydraulic fracturing.

● Maryland, NY, and VT have
banned the practice.

● Methane is increasing
globally, and many have
blamed the US gas boom.

Source: NPR



  

Available observations

● National network of
atmospheric methane
observations (NOAA, 
NIST, Earth Networks).

● Many sites with 10+ years
of data.

● What can these
observations tell us about
US emissions?



  

US emissions are much higher than EPA estimates

● Science community has extensively studied the magnitude of
emissions.

● Example: our existing study showed that emissions are higher than
EPA estimates. 25% of emissions from TX and OK.

Miller et al. 2013



  

● Secondary tracers like ethane might provide additional info to aid in
trend detection.

Natural gas plays a major role in emissions



  

How are US methane emissions changing?

Source: EIA

Ramp-up in 
gas productionNOAA network

expansion 

● Gas production has changed a lot. What does that mean for
emissions?



  

● We estimate emissions using in situ obs for 2007 – 2012: time of
fastest growth in O&G production.

Uncertainties are 95% CI

US CH4 emissions by year
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How are US methane emissions changing?



  

● We estimate emissions using in situ obs for 2007 – 2012: time of
fastest growth in O&G production.

Uncertainties are 95% CI

US CH4 emissions by year       Texas/Oklahoma/Kansas 
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How are US methane emissions changing?



  

Leyang Feng

Sarah Jordaan

Why aren't emissions changing?

Hypotheses:

1. Emissions are increasing but we 
    haven't detected it.

2. Decreasing agricultural emissions 
    are offsetting increasing natural gas 
    emissions.

3. Natural gas companies have 
    become more environmentally-
    friendly through the fracking boom.



  

Waco, Texas site

Why aren't emissions changing?



  

● Approach:
● Add different linear trends to the EDGAR inventory
● Create synthetic observations using these emissions

scenarios.
● Estimate emissions and see if we can recover the original

trend.

● Answer: could detect a 20% increase in total national CH4 
emissions.

What emissions trend could we detect?



  

How are Baltimore's GHG emissions changing?

● City action to reduce
GHG and air pollution
emissions:

● Climate Action Plan
(2012)

● Clean Air Act (2019)

● Sustainability Plan (2019)

Source: baltimore.org



  

Existing city emissions estimates

Source: Baltimore Sustainability Report



  

Uncertainty in city emissions estimates

● City's estimate is 30% lower
than an existing inventory
(Hestia)

Why?
● Omits several sectors –

home heating oil, Port of
Baltimore.

● Differences in activity
data.

Existing inventory estimates

Source: Kim Mueller



  

New data to answer this question

NIST monitoring network Low cost network (50 stations)

Anna Karion
NIST

Kirsten Koehler
JHU



  

Our work

● Develop a new inventory for Baltimore
City

● Has Baltimore met its climate goals?

● How can cities build better inventories?

Lisa McNeilly

Kevin Gurney

Dylan Gaeta



  

Trends in US methane emissions:
● Methane emissions from O&G are a big concern 
● No sign of an emissions increase. 
● Also not clear whether the US monitoring network that

could detect these trends

Trends in Baltimore's emissions:
● Big uncertainties and omissions in municipal inventories

(Baltimore included).
● Baltimore is a climate leader, but we need robust data to

support these policies.

Conclusions
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